Introduction to Windchill PartsLink Classification and Reuse

10.2

Overview

Course Code: WBT-4265-0
Course Length: 2 Hours

In this course, you will learn to use Windchill PartsLink Classification and Reuse. You will begin by identifying classification search and the business uses it can serve. Then, you will use PartsLink to search for, browse to, create, and classify parts.

At the end of each module, you will complete a set of review questions to reinforce critical topics from that module. At the end of the course, you will complete a course assessment in Pro/FICIENCY intended to evaluate your understanding of the course as a whole.

Course Objectives

- Identify the need for parts classification
- Identify the parts of the Windchill user interface that are added with the optional PartsLink module
- Describe classification-based search capabilities
- Browse to classified parts
- Search for classified parts
- Refine search criteria
- Search for similar parts
- Create classified parts
- Classify existing parts
Prerequisites

• Introduction to Windchill PDMLink 10.2 for Light Users

Audience

• This course is intended for Windchill users who search for or classify parts. People in related roles will also benefit from taking this course.
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